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The Alpha Magnetic Spectrometer (AMS-02) is an astroparticle physics detector that has been
installed on the International Space Station (ISS) in May 2011. The purpose of the experiment
is to study with unprecedented precision and statistics cosmic-ray particles in an energy range
from 0.5 GeV to few TeV. The AMS-02 Tracker system accurately determines the trajectory and
absolute charge (Z) of cosmic rays by multiple measurements of the coordinates in nine layers
of double-sided silicon micro-strip detectors. Given the high dynamic range of the front-end
electronics, nuclei from hydrogen up to iron and above can be identified. The charge resolution
could be naturally degraded by a number of detector effects that need to be carefully accounted
for. In this contribution we describe the procedure that has been used to accurately calibrate the
Tracker response. Finally we will discuss the Tracker calibration stability with time.
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1. The Alpha Magnetic Spectrometer AMS-02

Operation and Performance of the AMS-02 Silicon Tracker

Saouter, P.

Figure 1: The figure displays the main sub-detectors composing AMS-02, presented in the bending (y
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dinate y, while the n-side strips are orthogonal to the ladder length and measure the non-bending
coordinate x.
2
The p and n side strips are separately connected in different daisy chains to the front-end
electronics (TFE) which provides the coupling with the digitization system. The coupling to the
TFE is made through 700 pF capacitor chips. The front-end hybrid design is based on a high
dynamic range, 64 channel chip, developed on the basis of the VA and Viking chips [11]. A total of
10(6) VA chips are used to read the signals from the p(n) side. Each VA readout channel consists
of a charge sensitive amplifier, a CR-RC semi-Gaussian shaper and a sample-and-hold stage. The
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The Alpha Magnetic Spectrometer is an astroparticle detector operating as an external module on the International Space Station since May 2011 that can perform accurate measurements of
the spectra of charged cosmic rays from 0.5 to few TeV energy. The absolute fluxes of different
chemical species, as well as their relative abundance, will help to improve models of acceleration
and propagation of cosmic rays in the galaxy and help addressing fundamental questions like the
search for dark matter and antimatter. As depicted in Fig.1, the core of the instrument is actually a permanent magnet generating a field of about ≈ 0.14 T within a cylindrical shaped volume
(diameter and height ≈1 m) surrounding a precision tracking device. Seven layers of silicon detectors inside the magnet volume (Inner Tracker) and two layers outside the field volume allow to
reconstruct the tracks of charged particles and measure the particle magnetic rigidity R = pc/Ze.
The Tracker measures with an excellent resolution the magnitude of the charge of the traversing
particle, offering up to nine independent measurements (nine layers in total) of the specific energy
loss dE/dx. At both ends of the magnet two segmented scintillator planes are placed to measure
the velocity of charged particles (ToF). The AntiCoincidence scintillator Counter (ACC) is a barrel
of scintillation counters surrounding the Inner Tracker and providing a veto signal against particles
entering the detector side ways. The Ring Imaging Čherenkov (RICH) is located below the magnet
and measures the particle velocity and charge. The Transition Radiation Detector (TRD), placed
on top of AMS ensures e/p separation and the Electromagnetic CALorimeter (ECAL), at the bottom of AMS allows an accurate discrimination between electromagnetic particles and hadrons and
serving excellent energy measurement for leptons and photons.
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2. The Silicon Tracker
2.1 The Detector

2.2 Charge Measurement
The ionization energy lost in a silicon sensor is collected by a cluster of adjacent read-out
strips. The cluster amplitude, which is proportional to the energy deposited by the particle, is
defined as the sum of each single cluster strip signal. The ADC values of the readout strips include
several contributions: a constant offset (pedestal), a common noise component, the strip noise and
the signal corresponding to the charge accumulated on the strip due to the passage of a particle.
The cluster amplitude depends on the impact position of the particle on the sensor and on its impact
angle (see Fig.2).
This dependence is a consequence of a loss of collection efficiency when a particle traverses
the sensor surface in between two readout strips, while the maximum charge collection efficiency
appears when the particle impacts vertically on a readout strip. At higher inclinations, the signal
tends to be distributed to a larger number of strips which partially compensates the loss of collection
and attenuates the effect. The total effect can amount to differences up to more than 30% for the
lighter nuclei (Z < 6). As the charge increases, the deposited energy is collected by an increasing
number of readout strips and the effect tends to decrease.

3. Charge Equalization
The Tracker charge resolution is degraded by a number of effects, due to the response of the
3
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The AMS-02 Tracker is composed of 2284 double-sided silicon micro-strip sensors, with dimensions ∼ 72×41×0.3 mm3 , assembled in basic functional elements called ladders. Each ladder
is composed of 9 to 15 sensors, for a total of 192 ladders and a sensitive area of 6.75 m2 . Each face
of a sensor is implanted with strips running in orthogonal directions, providing a bidimensional
measurement of the particle’s position. The junction side (or p-side) is composed of 14 µm wide
p+ doped strips, with an implantation pitch of 27.5 µm; the opposite ohmic side (the n-side) has 40
µm wide strips, with a larger implantation pitch of 104 µm. The front-end hybrid design is based
on a high dynamic range 64 channel chip developed on the basis of the VA and Viking chips [2].
A total of 10(6) VA chips are used to read the signals from the p(n) sides. Details of the tracker
design and the construction of sensors and ladders can be found in [3]. When a particle traverses
a silicon sensor, electron-hole pairs are created along the particle trajectory. Due to the electric
field in the depleted area, electron and holes migrate to opposite sides. The opposite sign of the
collected signals has an impact on the VA performances which are therefore different on the two
sides and implies separated calibrations.
The deposited ionization energy in a silicon sensor is proportional to the square of the particle charge (dE/dx ∝ Z 2 ), therefore allowing to distinguish different nuclei species. The analog
readout and the high dynamic range of the front-end electronics of the Tracker ladders allow to
identify nuclei from hydrogen up to iron and above. In the construction phase of the detector, a
limited number of ladders have been exposed to several particle beams in order to evaluate their
performances, in terms of position resolution and charge identification capabilities [4].
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3.1 Charge

is done using the statistics accumulated over two years of operation, allowing to perform a
precise equalization and linearization of the amplifier chips’ responses. This is achieved using
Selection
the characteristic energy deposition of the most abundant nuclear species. The next sections

To study the response of the electronics as a function of the charge we selected a sample of
nuclei and computed the truncated mean (ST ) of cluster signals Si belonging to a reconstructed
particle track in the tracker:
ST =

∑ni=1 S1 − Smax
n−1

(3.1)

The square root of the truncated mean calculation is used for its direct proportionality to the
√
charge of the particle ( ST ∝ Z). Fig.3 gives an overview of the selection. We used a data sample
where the contribution of charge 1 particles has been prescaled by a factor 1000, given the overwhelming natural abundance of protons. The truncated mean is fitted with a multigaussian function
from which we extract single gaussian contributions around the peak values for the different nuclei. This definition ensures a contamination from the Z + 1 and Z - 1 samples lower than 1% up to
oxygen at 68% selection efficiency.
3.2 VA equalization
We first corrected for differences in the response of the VA chips. We fit the energy loss
distributions using a Landau convoluted with a Gaussian noise function from which we extract the
Most Probable Value (MPV) to characterize the peak position of the distribution. For each one of
the 3072 VA units (10 are on p-side (640 channels) and 384 on the n-side of the silicon junction) ,
the MPV values are extracted for hydrogen, helium and carbon. We used a sample of known high
quality VAs to compute reference MPV values to which all the VA responses are equalized. Due
4
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Figure 5.3 – Dependence of the raw signal on the impact position of the particle and its
Figure 2: Dependence
of the signal of a cosmic particle from the impact point and impact angle of the
inclination for a selected sample of helium nuclei. The maximum of collection eﬃciency appears
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set of correction factors derived from proton data acquired in the integration phase of the experiment [102]. The truncated mean distribution is fitted with a multi-gaussian function from
which we extract single gaussian contributions to define 1 standard deviation selection ranges
around the peak values. This definition ensures a contamination from the Z + 1 and Z 1
populations lower than 1% up to oxygen. In order to avoid any bias in the selection, the cluster
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surement presents better performance, we also use it to define the charge samples on the p-side.
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3.3 Charge Loss Correction
Once the VA responses are equalized, we combined the statistics of the p and n-side VAs to
produce 3-dimensional description plots of the type of Fig.2 for the different nuclei and for each
sensor side. The resolution of this procedure depends on the relative abundances of the different
nuclei. Where statistics was sufficient, we tested with the Landau-Gaussian function to the signal
distribution in each bin of impact parameter and inclination. With the resulting MPV values, maps
of the charge loss effect are created for each nuclei. The equalization was applied to ADC signals
by searching for the closest 3-dimensional point in the stored maps. When a point was missing in a
given map, the correction algorithm interpolates between the information of the next closest maps.
In the process of correcting for this effect, the ADC scale of the deposited energy measurement is
converted to nuclear charge units.
3.4 Energy Dependence
The deposited energy presents a dependence with the energy of the particle, following the
Bethe-Bloch formula. The observed dependence for a proton sample measured with the AMS
Silicon Tracker is shown in Fig.4.
We describe the energy dependence using the universal βγ parameter, corresponding to the
momentum over mass value of the particle. This parameter can be estimated directly from the ToF
β measurement and indirectly from the Tracker reconstructed rigidity (R).
5
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After correcting for the main effects affecting the charge resolution of the tracker measurement, we observe significant residual differences in the VA chips responses, starting around the
m ionizing region for diﬀerent nuclei. Although there is no theoretical support for such
CNO group on the p-side, and above magnesium for the n-side. This is understood in terms of a
ependent eﬀect, it seems to be likely that the specific non-linearities and saturation
change of slope at different points in the response curve of both sides. We fitted the signal distribus of the electronics are at the origin of these features. This has led us to consider
tion for each single VA with no restriction on impact regions nor on energy since we have corrected
ion procedure based on the observed signal itself, rather than using any theoretical
these effects.formula.
Without these limitations, the accumulated statistics until May 2013 was enough
ons related to thefor
Bethe-Bloch
to extract MPV values for each single nucleus up to iron, and perform the calibration to the unit
charge value.
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itself is clearly visible due to its natural higher abundance in cosmic nuclei. For the combined
estimators are complementary in terms of their specific resolutions. ⇠T oF has a better
resolution at low energies compared to the rigidity measurement which suﬀers from
scattering in the detector. For energies above ⇠ 2 GeV, ⇠T6rk becomes the most acT oF presents the advantage of not requiring any information on the charge or mass
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5. Time Stability
4
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Fig. 5: Overall improvement in the tracker charge measureFigure
5: Left: improvement in the tracker charge measurement after applying the calibration, for the n-side
ment after applying the calibration, for the n-side (red) and
(red)
and
p-side
(blue) measurements.
Right:
final tracker charge distribution of events for the combined p
p-side (blue)
measurements.
The effect is shown
up to silicon
(Z=14)
where
the
n-side
saturation
starts
degrading
the
and n-side measurements.
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Figure 6: Left: normalized tracker charge estimator as a function of time for hydrogen and carbon nuclei.
Right: distribution of average Q/Z values for the two detecting periods before and after 11/05/2013.
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